Abstract -In Recent years Robotic Science has shown a lot of advances and also faced new conditions and challenges. One of the most discussed issues in mobile robots study fields is the mapping discussion or SLAM, in which robots identify environment through range finder and estimate the position Emergence of this issue has also brought up another challenge in terms of map integration. In other words, in case of having two or more robots in a common environment that each one generates its own individual maps, a special method is needed to integrate their generated maps. During recent years various articles were presented upon this challenge, in which the integrated map is generated based on distances obtained from range finder sensors and the similarity of these distances between several maps. In this paper we are intended to generate a graph based on image processing techniques, match them and discuss upon the improvement enhanced by this in compare with other point matching method.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are many methods about mapping based on metering sensors that has been proposed by researchers, such as SONAR & laser scanner-based methods and robot encoder (methods that act based on laser scanner and do not use other sensors) and scan matching method. In these kinds of methods, usually two shots of laser scanner are compared, the difference between two scanner shots is obtained and through this difference, displacement and rotation rate of the robot is calculated. Actually the locating task in these robots is completely independent from engines'acts; hence in presence of various barriers in the field, mostly these methods are applied so that the loss of correct location of robot due to a slip or a stuck is prevented.
Every year in international Robocup Competitions a league called rescue robots league is held, in which robots has to deal with a set of challenges and various issues such as mapping, robot navigation and detecting victims in a simulated environment of earthquake shakedown (Fig. 1) . usually in order to deal with the mapping challenge, the robots use SLAM algorithms and scan matching method through laser scanner sensor. The last method used for mapping algorithm in the Mechatronics Rresearch Laboratory (MRL) to overcome this issue in the rescue robot is the ICP algorithm that showed better results than the other methods implemented in this team. Fig. 2 shows an example of obtained map based on this algorithm in the competition field. Most of the teams participating in rescue robots league have 2, 3 or even more robots that all or most of them may apply a completely different mapping algorithm. Some of these robots move automatically in the environment and some should be controlled by an operator while trying to find victims in competition field. Note that the field that full autonomous robots and manual robots are searching in that is two different environments but yet connected. While full autonomous robots often search in the yellow environment with less barriers, the manual robots search in the orange or red field which contains more and harder barriers and obstacles.
During past years, the obtained maps of each robot could have been delivered to the referee separately but recently due to some changes in competitions' law, for all robots of a team, just a unique map has to be delivered to the referee at the end of a round. Therefore, all the map of robots must be integrated together at the end of the job and create one unit map. Since in rescue robot league, robot's often are placed in a same location 978-1-4673-2237-9/12/$31.00 ©2012 IEEE Proceeding of the IEEE International Conference on Information and Automation Shenyang, China, June 2012
at the beginning of competition, they have commons just in first part of their paths. The teams can merge their maps based on calculating robots distance angle and also calculating difference between their maps. Good examples of these methods are methods discussed and proposed in [1] and [2] that Karpin and his coworkers merge maps of two robots through matching the scanner laser shots with the use of Hough transform conversion. Most of these methods or methods that are working based on matching the shots do not have high speeds. The method, proposed in this paper, is the method based on image processing that has higher speed than of those proposed by Karpin and his coworkers and also taking the rules of rescue robot into consideration. In papers [3] and [4] methods for obtaining the skeleton of the picture and also the graph from this skeleton has been introduced such that they are also used in the proposed algorithm here. The organization of this paper is as follows: In section 2 the description of obtaining the map by the robot is discussed and section 3 explains how the common parts of paths of various robots are calculated. While the way the graph is generated from the map is explained in section 4, matching of two graphs by obtained lines between its nodes is discussed in section 5. Finally the results of matching method on the simulated maps in different states and also on the real map are represented and compared to previously proposed algorithms in section 6.
II. SCAN MATCHING ALGORITHM
Different methods for matching of two groups of points are proposed by researchers that are used in scan two groups of scanner laser consecutive scans and also there are many methods just proposed for matching of laser shots. Some of these methods are: the ICP 1 algorithm and its subtype such as MBICP 2 , PLICP 3 and also the methods like IDC 4 . These algorithms usually estimate the difference of two laser scanner shots and from the obtained difference, the displacement ratio and the changes in direction of robot (if any) is calculated. One of the most famous methods in this field is the ICP method, which is a proper method in conditions where, due to 1 Iterative closest point 2 Metric base ICP 3 Point to line ICP 4 Iterative Dual Correspondence field inequalities, the use of ADOMETRY data is not possible, such that it can perform the localization through laser scan matching. ICP is a real time method that with cutting difference between two series of obtained points of scanner, estimates the robot movement rate and rotation at every moment. In this paper, in order to create the map the ICP algorithm is used such that satisfying results are reported. An example of generated map of this robot in the rescue robot competition is shown in Fig. 2 that in drawing the shots long ranges is not considered and lines with distances and significant jumps which would cause map disorganization are eliminated so that a healthy map for using in the proposed algorithm is created. ICP is the method that introduced for the first time for matching two groups of points. In this method for matching of two shot models the following routine is performed:
1. Conversions prototype. c. The procedure is completed, when the current error is less than the desired rate.
3. Choose the best option of investigated primary locations.
III. CREATE JOINT MAP
As it is mentioned in the introduction, in order to use image processing methods in merging the maps, some parts of maps where have commons with other maps must be separated. For this purpose, the primary scans of each robot are chosen as the common scans. Since all the robots start the competitions from a same start, some or all parts of the field are pictured as the same between all of robots. So it is only needed to limit the map for robots until they are going out of the field, their merged map is saved and it is not continued any longer. This stop can be recognized with different methods such as: image processing or more severe changes of angle. But because the merger map is stopped manually, the operator can stop it by pushing the key and it is simpler and more reliable. In addition far and useless laser points not mapped for us, there is a limit to map less than 2 meters of distance and the distances larger that this distance limit are deleted. Mapping method of a pixel in the map depends on position and direction of robot which as a default is considered at place (0,0) and angle 0 at the beginning of the robot's job. Usually in competitions, all robots are placed in the same direction and position at the start point but due of possible sudden changes, the proposed method also investigates the rotation of the robots. In order to draw the map, distances from laser scanner is depicted a group of white lines on the blue background, that the starting point of these lines are the laser scanner position of position of the robot which is obtained from the ICP algorithm and the end point is the laser's collision point with the regard to its sight.
IV. SOME COMMON MISTAKES
As it is discussed in the previous section, at first the map is drawn by the ICP localization algorithm as an empty inside map. An example of drawn map is shown in Fig. 3(a) which is an input for the graph extraction level. The main purpose in graph extraction level is to extract the graph from the complete map of the previous level. Therefore, it is required to obtain the skeleton of the map. For this purpose, one of morphology methods should be performed so that the noise of map is eliminated, because without these eliminations, the noises may cause the created map have extra and wrong edges and nodes. After noise elimination and the map skeleton can be created by distance function method. Fig 3(b) is a view of obtained skeleton of Fig. 3(a) . After this level, divergence points of the map must be extracted from the map skeleton to use them as the graph nodes (Fig. 4(a) ). For this propose, the map's image is search through a mask. In the proposed method here, this mask is a matrix (3, 3) , to find a pixel which with its two neighbours are the part of skeleton and besides if less than two pixel of neighbours are turn to one, it means that last pixel is a single branch that also are consider as graph node (Fig. 4(b) ). In some cases there may be nodes that due to environment errors, they have been placed near each other. In this case, just one of these close nodes is considered and the rest are deleted. 
V. MATCHING GRAPH
For this propose different methods are investigated, one of the methods that shown better results, is to match edges between nodes. Hence, first a recursive algorithm is performed among the graph nodes and the edges along with their features between them are. These features are: edge length, edge angle, number of nodes which split an edge and angle of nodes splits.
After saving this data, matching level is started between two graphs. According to proposed matching algorithm, graphs are processed based on all angles, then for each angle the number of matched edges is saved. The angle, in which the most matched edges are reported, is considered as the difference angle between two graphs.
Since the proposed algorithm (Fig. 5) is sensitive to displacement, first the secondary map is rotated based on the amount of obtained angle in angle extraction level, and then the obtained and matched rotated edges in matching level are compared in terms of displacement. The displacement rate, shown by most matched edges, is expressed as obtained displacement of graphs. As it is shown in Fig. 3(a) , in robot output map white pixels are empty spaces and blue pixels are full or hidden spaces To merge the maps, in the proposed algorithm the secondary map rotate to the obtained angle and then the obtained place difference is applied on it. At the end the map points are considered pixel by pixel and the points which were considered as empty spaces in one of the maps are drawn as white points in the final map and the rest are drawn as blue points. Since it is possible to have various maps in terms of size, the final image is considered based on the largest height and length in two maps so that the entire map could be placed in the image after the merger performs the merging task.
VI. RESULT

A. Results on simulated maps
Since getting the map for merger in the robot is hard and time consuming, some fields based on real maps are simulate manually and different features that may be exist in the competition field of rescue robots is applied in a set of 26. These examples are named by Latin alphabet and the features such as long corridor, curved walls and empty spaces and etc. is included (Fig. 6 ). Experiences are performed on a system with 4 core processor, 3.7 GH and 4 GB memory. Fig. 7 shows the time spent to extract the graph from a map in this database. 8 shows the time spent to obtain angle difference between two graphs. Extraction of displacement rate is shown in two maps is depicted in Fig. 9 that certainly this act is not done alone and is applied after obtaining angle difference and rotation of second map. 
B. Results on real map
Because in most of map merger methods, point matching and laser shots arrays scan matching methods are used, they are not fully comparable to the proposed method in this paper which uses image processing on its basis, but since these methods use scanner laser data, they are more useful in the maps with less common parts. As it is expressed in section 2, because robots start their job from the same position and the end of their direction can also be separated and isolated, it is not needed to use these methods and tolerate their slow speed. Fig. 10 Result of matching two presented maps in [2] with using the proposed method.
In merger with scan matching method, all moves in direction shots are saved and algorithm has to deal with a lot of data, therefore it takes much time for merger to merge the maps. As an example of such methods, [2] could be referred that for merges the maps that are similar to rescue robot environment maps, and are used in its database. In order to execute the example of Fig. 6 , a total time of 216124 milliseconds is consumed for the execution in the expressed computer in section 6.1. While merger of this map by the proposed algorithm here and with application of changes described in section 3 to the maps and due to use of image processing, this task take only done just in 1769 millisecond. Table 1 , shows time difference of these two algorithms in merger of two real data maps and shows its efficiency in merger maps of rescue robot league. 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed a rescue robot map merge algorithm based on graph matching. As it is described in result section, proposed algorithm had higher speed and lower tolerance than the method discussed in [2] . It showed that application of image processing algorithms in map merging are useful and establishes a suitable result in short time. Also graph matching algorithm is entirely acceptable to matching two extracted graph that calculated running times in simulated map in result section.
